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LOGO
The logo should be in logo colours on a white background whenever possible.

Logo black/white
The logo can also be used in black or white as shown below. 
The logo cannot be used in grey tones. 

Logo Respect spacing
The logo must have space around it, so that elements or page borders 
around it maintain a minimum distance to the logo, equivalent to the 
height of the letter “r”. 
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Pay-off without logo
The pay-off consists of a specially-designed font, and cannot therefore be 
written as text. 
 
The pay-off can stand alone – without the logo above it – and can be 
made bigger and located more prominently (see examples). Size and 
placing must be adjusted according to the other elements on the page.

Logo with pay-off 
Logo files where the payoff is included beneath the logo itself is available.

When payoff is used directly in connection with the logo beneath scale of 
size and placement should be followed.

The pay-off consists of a specially-designed font, and cannot therefore be 
written as text. The pay-off is 1/3rd of font size. 

LOGO PAY-OFF
The  “Cultivating Value” pay-off can be used with the logo, or placed alone  
beside the logo.

What is Cultivating Value?
‘Cultivating Value’ means that we focus on creating and ensuring 
value growth for our customers. All our decision-making will be ba-
sed on this focus. ’Cultivating’ refers to the desire to strengthen, cul-
tivate and refine products or human ability and know-how.  ’Value’ 
refers to the value growth we want to create for our  customers, 
whether via results or enhanced know-how.

When the Cultivating Value pay-off is used, for example in adverts, 
brochures or other materials, it should help emphasise how we as a 
company  ensure value growth in the context given. The body text 
should stress what our customers and/or associates get out of the 

product or service we provide. When Cultivating Value is used, it 
should be made clear how we have considered the wants and needs 
of the customer.

Cultivating Value should always remind us of what we as a 
company are here for – to contribute to value growth for our 
 customers.
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Agribusiness International
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Agribusiness International
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Agribusiness Support Companies
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Agribusiness Support Companies
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Agribusiness Special Feed
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Agribusiness Special Feed
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Pantone 112 C
CMYK: 10„24„100„42
RGB: 149„131„39

Pantone 2280 C
CMYK: 60„5„100„56
RGB: 84„106„50

Pantone 7406 C
CMYK: 0„25„100„0
RGB: 231„195„25

Pantone 355 C
CMYK: 100„0„100„5
RGB: 53„148„70

Pantone 542 C
CMYK: 62„22„0„3
RGB: 139„172„209

CMYK: 0„0„0„60
RGB: 133„133„133

Pantone 7540 C
CMYK: 0„0„0„80
RGB: 87„87„87

CMYK: 0„0„0„40
RGB: 177„177„177

CMYK: 0„0„0„10
RGB: 235„235„235

CMYK: 0„0„0„5
RGB: 245„245„245

Pantone 2945 C
CMYK: 100„52„2„15
RGB: 38„81„137

Black
CMYK: 0„0„0„100
RGB: 0„0„0

Pantone 200 C
CMYK: 0„100„70„15 
RGB: 167„27„52

Pantone 377 C
CMYK: 45„0„100„24
RGB: 132„153„56

COLOURS
As far as possible, logo colours must be used in full colour strength. When light colour 
tones are needed, e.g. for backgrounds or boxes, grey tones are preferred. Subdued 
logo colours can be used, but should not dominate.

Supplementary colours

Logo colours 

Supplementary colours – grey tones The full grey tone scale can be used, from 5% to 80%.


